LucaLight™ LED

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Integrated Parts
A

left starters, adders,
enders all feed power
in from the left side.;
right components are
mirror images of the
left, and run down
the range from the
opposite side.
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low head
screws for
trim caps

socket head screws
for fixture
connections
trim cap

adder

starter

Each unit is 19 watts and 0.18 amps at 110 volts.

ender

brackets
(styles vary)

cable clips

Up to 34 units (6 amps) may be interconnected on each plug.

Integrated installation
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(Left handed fixtures are shown)

step 1
Hang brackets at desired
locations. Ends may need the
locking clip moved to the
opposite side of the bracket for
access to tighten. Slide locking
clip up and tighten with screw.
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step 3
Plug the adder into the starter aligning the hole in
left end of the fixture to capture the B1 screw of
adjacent left fixture and secure the right end of
adder with screw B1. Secure the adder to the
fixture with screw B2 in the back of the fixture.
additional adders, repeat step 3 as needed.
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step 4
Plug the ender into the adder
and secure the right end of
adder with screws A. Secure
this adder to adjacent left
fixture with screw B2.
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step 2
Install the starter at the end of the range
closest to the power feed/outlet by fixing
it in place with screws A through the trim
cap and bracket and into the left side of
the starter, then fassten screw B1
through the front most bracket hole on
the right side.

step 5
Secure the power cord with the cable
clip at the bracket locking clip and run
cord down the uprights or other
suitable structure in a neat manner to
the power.
step 6
Install and secure canopy tops as needed.
Steel canopy tops are held in place by clips
and can be through bolted if desired.
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